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READ THIS:

WATCH THIS:

Pee-Wee’s Playhouse 
– The Complete Collection

What’s today’s secret word? Pee- Wee! 

The comedic and imaginative talents of 

Paul Reubens and all the gang of Pee-Wee 

Herman’s Playhouse series are now being re-

leased in a box set that captures every single 

episode…45 in all. If that’s not enough, a third 

DVD is included when you need to get your 

holiday glow on and that is Pee Wee’s Playhouse 

Christmas Special.  So, as his theme song says, Let 

the fun begin…uhhhhhh! Just find a darkened 

home theatre, get comfortable and pull out your…

hmmm, uh….popcorn and enjoy! 

Available on October 19

Kylie Minogue: 
Rare and Unseen

One of our favorite Aussie imports 

and musical superstars, Kylie Minogue 

is being presented in never-before-

seen footage and previously thought 

destroyed interviews, television ap-

pearances and concert footage. Rare and 

Unseen also includes archival footage and 

stock from the ITN archive. The DVD is a 

delightful treat for anyone who enjoys Kylie’s 

talent and persona. Ms. Minogue is set to host 

the AMFAR Charity Gala on October 26. 

Available on October 19

The Psycho Legacy
Check into The Bates Motel this Halloween season 

for an exhaustive examination of Alfred Hitchcock’s 

horror classic Psycho and it’s spawn of numerous sequel 

films. Over 85 minutes on this DVD include extended 

and deleted scenes, a full panel discussion with 

star Anthony Perkins, rare footage of behind-the 

scenes footage with director Alfred Hitchcock and 

numerous actresses who felt the wrath of “Mother” 

in sheer terror. After viewing, why not take a nice hot 

shower alone…just not at The Bates Motel. 

Available October 19

A Question of Manhood
Respected author Robin Reardon’s newest 

book is a riveting exploration of two brothers…one 

straight and one a closeted gay. Their relationship as 

brothers is explored with the setting for the story, tak-

ing place in late 1972 as the Vietnam War draws to a dis-

mal close.  Tragedy strikes and the straight brother is put 

into a situation where he discovers he has a lot to learn 

about growing up as he becomes friends with another 

gay man who is employed in the family business. Next 

Magazine in review said, “…her latest novel is another 

reminder that words on a page can be more far reaching 

than those spoken with a megaphone. Available now


